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INTRODUCTION 
Scouts' Oath is a 3rd person, single player puzzle platformer for the PC where you play a Boy Scout trying to navigate and platform with his 
fellow nervous scouts through a burning treehouse using a slingshot to tame the flames.” 

Scouts’ Oath main character is Clifford, the oldest scout in the troop, but the least experienced. He dreams about becoming an experienced 
adventurer, but all he wants right now is his first badge. Clifford and his fellow scouts are trapped in a fire that threatens their tree home. 
With Clifford’s guidance, they must help each other platform to the top of the tree and knock the water tower down to save their treehouse.  

 

Unique Features 
● Tossing Scouts: By holding scout’s noodly hands, the player can throw them to locations in order to solve some of the platforming 

challenges.  

● Stacking Scouts: The player can climb up on his friends heads or backpacks to reach high platforms. Together they are able to build a 

tower of stacked boy scouts.  

● AI Personalities: Each scout (AI) have a unique personality that’s being shown through dialogue, animation and looks. If a boy gets 

scared he will have an individual reaction to his feelings. The player can make the scared friend brave again by taking his hand and 

making him feel safe for a while.  
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PHILOSOPHY 
Scout’s Oath is a game about young boys helping each other when they are scared. It is our goal to make the players only feel like the hero 
when they are working together. The child-like story book style of this game is meant to tie into this theme while making light heart of the 
event of a house burning fire. 

Character Design Pillars 
Heads are platforms: When the scouts stack, Clifford is always on the top. Therefore all the other scouts should have hats or hair that’s relatively 

flat.  

The boys scouts are emotional: It must be easy to read the boys emotions, when they are scared, happy or brave. 

Individuality: The boy scouts have visual variations that communicates their interests, abilities, personality and age.  

 

Environment Design Pillars  
Make it Victorian: If it fits in a Victorian Era, it works. If it doesn’t, make it feel like it should. 

The Fire Must Stand Out: If it's through color, shape or lighting - the fire must always be what the player sees first. 

Like a Children’s Book: Maintain a light hearted, simple children’s book art style. 
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RESEARCH 

Book Research:  

Comet in Moominland  Mumrik in Comet in Moominland inspired the look of the characters. The drawings of Mumrik               

are very simplistic, but they capture his soulful and mysterious nature. 

Website Research:  

Scout Oath  The American Boy Scout Oath expresses many of the principles that inspired mechanics and              

mood of Scouts’ Oath. 

Movie Research:  

Moonrise Kingdom Film about young boy scouts. Moonrise Kingdom inspired both the look of Scouts’ Oaths              

characters and their personality.  

Howl’s Moving Castle Howl’s moving Castle features a fire that’s mischievous, playful and childlike. 

Game Research:  

Broken Age Broken Age features a strong hand painted art style, while this game is flat ‘3D’ space, the                 

general look of this style is how Scouts’ Oath should feel. 
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CHARACTERS 

CHARACTER MOOD BOARD 
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(a) General: The style of Scout’s Oath is cute and playful. The characters could be from a children’s book. The boys different ages and 

personalities will be reflected in their looks. For example: Bill, the most experienced scout will for example have band aids and longer 

legs to communicate that he is agile and more risk taking than the other boys. We want to convey that the boy scouts are fragile, playful, 

emotional and caring through how they look.  

(b) Head: The boy scouts heads are large. The eyes are wide apart and noses shaped like squares or triangles. Some of them have glasses 

some don’t. Some are blushing. We want the player to feel for our characters through their facial expression and innocent look. One of 

the main mechanics is stacking scouts, therefore some of the scouts will have flat heads and some will have flat backpacks that the other 

scouts can step upon.  

(c) Body: The scouts have wide bodies and thin arms. Their bodies are supposed to imply what they are good at. Our hero, Clifford, is very 

talented in somersaults and therefore he is rounder than the other scouts.  

(d) Uniform: All scouts wear a classic scout uniform with a sash, a hat, a scarf, a backpack and a slingshot. Every scout has a different 

number of badges on their sash. The amount of badges showcases how experienced the scout is. Since the scouts are nerds we added a 

classic detail: socks in their sandals.  

(e) Colors: All scouts have have different skin color. Their shorts and shirts has a mustard yellow color, their sashes are green, teal or blue 

and scarfs are purple or red. Ears, noses, hair and eyelids can have an unnatural accent color like orange or purple.  
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Clifford 
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Clifford is a friendly, nerdy young scout. He has an innocent look, with whimsical curls and lively colors. His eyes are big and expressive. Clifford is 

not a very skillful scout, therefore he has no badges on his sash. Like a true nerdy young boy he has socks in his sandals.  

CLIFFORD’S COLOR PALETTE: 

Clifford has a very innocent palette, with pink and teal as accent colours. His hair and eyes are teal. Clifford has a light skin tone. The scouts 

spend a lot of time outdoors, this makes Clifford blush in a peachy tone, it also makes his ears and nose pink. He has a red tone on his knees 

from playing around in the treehouse with bare knees. 

 

WEAPON: Slingshot and Canteen 

POLYCOUNT: 5000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048  

Albedo, Normal 
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Bill  
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Bill is the most experienced scout. He has 8 badges on his sash and his hair has a wild movement. He has a larger hat than the other scouts, the 

brim flatten his hair.  He has a triangular nose. 

BILL’S COLOR PALETTE: 

Bill has a strong purple as his accent colour. His skin is brown, so is his  nose and eyes. Bill’s ears, hair and socks are purple. Bills knees have a 

purple-brown tint. His scarf has a brighter tone than the other scouts. 

 

 

 

 

WEAPON: Slingshot  

POLYCOUNT: 5000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048  

Albedo, Normal 
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Buck 
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Buck is the troop’s geologist. He is young and all he thinks about is rocks and his turtle, Anastasia. He is a bit careless, and that’s why he ended 

up with socks of different colors. His hair is long and messy.  

 

BUCK’S COLOR PALETTE: 

Buck’s skin has an olive, beige tone. His accent colors are lavender and olive. His nose, eyelid and scarf are lavender and his hair is olive green. 

His right sock is purple and his right is red.  

 

 

 

 

WEAPON: Slingshot  

POLYCOUNT: 5000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048  

Albedo, Normal 
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Benjamin 
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Benjamin is the youngest scout. He is a sensitive boy who’s knowledgeable in birds and he’s very talented at whistling. His hair is short and well 

combed. He has four badges.  

 

BENJAMIN’S COLOR PALETTE: 

Benjamin’s skin is very light. His accent colors are dark peach and deep marine blue. His nose and ears are dark peach and his hair and socks are 

marine blue. His knees have a dark peach 

 

 

WEAPON: Slingshot  

POLYCOUNT: 5000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048  

Albedo, Normal 
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Fire Wisp 
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The fire wisp is a mischievous creature that scare the scouts. It’s dumb and playful like an excited puppy.  The fire wisp has humanoid features in 

shape of eyes, mouth and arms. It’s general shape is a sparkling wisp, therefore it’s shape will be dynamic. It will be made from a few different 

variations of the same mesh that we loop between.  

 

FIRE WISP’S COLOR PALETTE: 

The fire wisp is pink and stands out from the rest of the environment. The middle of the fire wisp has a light pink color and it transitions to a 

darker pink towards the edges. The arms are in a slightly warmer and darker tone than the rest of the wisp.  

 

 

 

 

POLYCOUNT: 5000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048  

Albedo, Normal 
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CHARACTER VISUAL TARGET 
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(1) Shapes: Clifford has curly hair. He is always on top when the scouts stack, therefore he doesn’t have to have a flat head like the other 

scouts. He has a rectangle nose with soft edges. His arms and legs are thin with small feet and hands. Clifford’s hands are shaped like 

mittens, where the thumb is the only defined finger.  

(2) Proportions: His large eyes are wide apart and his mouth is slim. His head is about the same size as his torso. Legs and arms are very thin. 

(3) Uniform: The sash is very large and the scarf is covering a small part of it. He has socks in his sandals.  

(4) Colors: His color scheme is yellow, teal and purple with purple. The colors are relatively flat and doesn’t reflect lights much.  

SCALE 
Create a chart like that shown in the example art bible for character scales comparisons. 
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WEAPONS/ITEMS 
All the scout’s weapons and items are used to tame the flames that consumes the treehouse.  

 

SLINGSHOT 

The slingshot has a has a texture that resembles a pine cone. It has a 

rubber grip and an elastic strap. The wooden parts has a warm brown 

color, while the strap and the grip is blue. 

POLYCOUNT: 1500 

TEXTURE MAPS: 1024 x 1024 

Albedo, Normal 

Colors: 
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WATER BALLOON 

The water balloon serve as ammunition for the slingshot. All water balloons share the same shape 

but the scouts have their own individual color of balloons.  

POLYCOUNT: 250 

TEXTURE MAPS: 1024 x 1024 

Albedo, Normal 

Colors: 

  

CANTEEN 

The canteen is used to tame multiple flames in emergency situations. Only Clifford can use a 

canteen 

POLYCOUNT: 1000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 1024 x 1024 

Albedo, Normal 

Colors: 
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ENVIRONMENT 

GAME WORLD 

In Scouts’ Oath there is an uncontrollable wildfire scorching the lands. The Boy Scouts have dedicated their lives into building this awesome tree 

fort and they will risk everything to get to the top of it, to their water tower, and douse the flames. You might ask - where are their parents? But 

a young boy scout can do anything! Except die - they don’t do that. 

TIME PERIOD 
Scouts’ Oath is set in the early-mid 1900s with a large emphasis on childhood nostalgia. Everything feels like it was pulled out of a vintage thrift 

store to combine together and make a treehouse. 

TIME OF DAY 
The day is about to finish setting. The scouts are about to watch their home burn well into the night. 
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INDOORS 
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The home feels warm and well loved through the wooden theme.  

These victorian tree houses were built for the Scouts, but now they must master their way through as it begins to crumble before them. 

Gameplay encourages the player to move vertically. The open-face architecture of these ‘rooms’ let the interior feel like an appropriate mix of 

outdoor and indoor, and allow for better puzzle solving views in a 3rd person space. Additionally, many pieces on the inside will feel as if they fit 

on the outside - and they will! Rooms are sparsely decorated with furniture - boy scouts only need the essentials! Rooms are built around 

branches the are integral to the buildings stability - the scouts will need to protect these points from fires. The space reads as very burnable. 

INDOOR COLOR PALETTE 

Color palette is a neutral/cool tone, deep pale blues, cool grey/teal, neutral yellows, tans and neutral/warm browns. Brighten up with stained 

glass windows. warm lighting, fire particles and outside peaking in. 
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OUTDOORS 
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The tree top feels like a single, winding and sprawling building of its own. Many mini buildings are packed together almost like a small town. A 

water tower sits at the very top. 

The outdoors feel very earthy and like it’s overtaking the houses sometimes. The branches are very flat and full - great for platforming! Wooden 

and rope bridges tangle through many paths. There are lamp posts and string lights illuminating the area - less magical more village! Many 

modular pieces used on the insides of the treehouses reoccur on the exterior.  

Smoke plumes in pillars so the player can always see where they need to go.  

OUTDOOR COLOR PALETTE 

The outdoors has a similar color palette to the indoors, with cools and neutrals, but reads darker and more vibrant. The setting sun will warm the 

palette up, the smoke will thin the saturation and the fire will stand out. 
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INTERACTABLE PROPS 
There are many different interactable props the player can use to manipulate their way around the environment. Complex props will aim around 

2000 polys, and simpler ones around 250. Main color to understand a interactable object is the pale teal. 

WATER WHEEL 

 

 

A large interactable object the player can throw scouts into to get it to move, move 

blocks keeping it stuck or anything that involves spinning. 

POLYCOUNT: 1850 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048 

Albedo, Normal  

 

CHANDELIER 

An interactable object that if lit, the player can throw scouts onto, or jump on by themselves to move 

vertically. If the candles are not lit, the candelier will not move - needs to bit lit by wisp. All light objects 

in this world are based around hot air balloons. 

POLYCOUNT: 2000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2048 x 2048  

Albedo, Normal, Roughness 
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BRANCH 

An interactable object that sinks down when a player or a scout is on it. 

Build with full geometry and planes to get the leaves effect. 

POLYCOUNT: 1000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 1024 x 1024  

Albedo, Normal 

 

 

DOOR 

 

A locked or unlocked door and doorframe the player can open and pass through. Same 

size as the modular wall pieces. Stained glass is a hand-drawn material over slightly 

transparent texture sheet. 

POLYCOUNT: 1000 

TEXTURE MAPS: 512 x 512  

Albedo, Normal, Opacity, Roughness 
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LOGS 

A pushable log, that can be used as a platform or burned to knock over what it’s holding. 

POLYCOUNT: 250 

TEXTURE MAPS: 512 x 512  

Albedo, Normal 

 

 

 

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS 

A colored glass sheet that can either be broken or used as a platform. Frame and Glass are seperate 

objects - the glass being more transparent. Window fits within the wall modular piece. 

POLYCOUNT: 1500 

TEXTURE MAPS: 2 512 x 512  

Albedo, Normal, Opacity, Roughness 
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MODULAR PIECES 
The buildings, paths and trees will all be broken down into modular sets to allow for larger control of the level layouts and more content with 

less assets. Modular pieces are less painted than the rest of the world. Sets A-C will have 2 Albedo maps for different color options. 

Set A: (High Priority) 

Interior Walls 

Interior Corners 

Wall Ends 

Interior Wall with Windows Holes 

Slanted Interior Wall 

POLYCOUNT: Below 500 polys. 

TEXTURES: 2048x2048 2 Albedo, 1 Normal  

 

Set B: (High Priority) 

Ceiling 

Interior Floors 

Stairs Bottom 

Stairs Middle 

POLYCOUNT: Below 500 polys. 

TEXTURES: 2048x2048 2 Albedo, 1 Normal 

 

Set C: (High Priority) 

Exterior Walls 

Exterior Walls with Window Holes 

Exterior Corner 

Roof 

POLYCOUNT: Below 500 polys. 

TEXTURES: 2048x2048 2 Albedo, 1 Normal 

 

 

Set D: (Medium Priority) 

Balcony Middle 

Balcony Side 

Balcony Corner 

Wooden Platform 

Wooden Fence 

POLYCOUNT: Below 500 polys. 

TEXTURES: 2048x2048 1 Albedo, 1 Normal  

Set E: (Low Priority) 

Chimney 

Wooden Pillar 

Wooden Canopy 

Rope Bridge End 

Rope Bridge Middle 

POLYCOUNT: Below 500 polys. 

TEXTURES: 2048x2048 1 Albedo, 1 Normal 
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Set F: (High Priority) 

3 Tree Branches 

Carved Tree Path Curve 

Carved Tree Path Straight 

POLYCOUNT: Below 500 polys. 

TEXTURES: 2048x2048 1 Albedo, 1 Normal 

 

 

SET PROPS 
Small prop pieces will be scattered throughout the environment to make the game more immersive. (Lamps, Furniture, Decals) These pieces 

have no gameplay value and are lowest priority. Pieces must share as much space as they can on texture maps to save space. 

POLYCOUNT: Below 1000 

TEXTURES: 1024 x 1024 Albedo, Normal, Opacity, Emissive 
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ENVIRONMENT VISUAL TARGET 
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FONTS 
Scouts’ Oath use 2 different fonts. For Titles in the menu we are using “Little Kids”, a decorative font that enforces a fun childlike theme. It also 

suits the victorian theme. 
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“Ammys Handwriting” will be used for body text, buttons and other text were readability and clarity is of higher importance. It’s goes with the 

childish theme , but is simpler. 
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FRONT END 
Scouts’ Oath will contain have 9 different screens: 

- Main menu 

- Options 

- Controls (keyboard) 

- Controls (Controller) 

- Journal 

- Defeat 

- Pause 

- Victory 

- Credits 
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WIREFRAMES 
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As background we will use in game images, that we add a semi-transparent colored layer on top of. This is to make sure that the information 

provided on the screen stand out  and is easy to read. All the menus’ titles will use with the font “Little Kids” and the rest will be  “Ammys 

Handwriting”. 
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HUD (UI) 
The Hud will show: 

- Journal 

- with exclamation point when it’s updated 

- The order the scouts are organized when holding hands 

- Interaction instructions in tutorial 

- Trajectory arc and hit location 
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VISUAL EFFECTS 
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WRAP UP 
Scouts’ Oath will be a heartwarming adventure for the entire family. Go from zero to hero, and save your treehouse by jumping on each other’s 

heads, holding hands and tossing your fellow scout.  
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